TEXTBOOK RESERVE PILOT FAQ

What is the textbook pilot program?
The bookstore and libraries have partnered to bring you free access to certain course textbooks, located in Criss Library.

Which textbooks are in the program?
- Anthropology 1050
- Biology 1450 and 1750
- Chemistry 1180 and 1190
- English 1160 and 1164
- Physics 1110 and 1120
- Physics 2110 and 2120
- Music 1070

How were these books selected for this program?
Books were selected through collaboration between librarians and the UNO Bookstore. General Education books were selected for the pilot to provide maximum impact for the entire student body based on high section enrollment and the cost of the textbooks.

Do you have the code that goes with my textbook?
You may purchase book codes through the bookstore at unobookstore.com. The library is unable to purchase them.

Do you have e-textbooks?
E-textbooks were not selected for this pilot.

How do I check out a textbook?
Textbooks are available for check-out at the main service desk in Criss Library. Books need to remain in the library and must be returned after 3 hours.

I’m a student. How do I get my textbooks added to this program?
Please fill out the short feedback survey at goo.gl/Mz56RO. You may write the textbook and class name in the “additional thoughts” section at the bottom.

I’m a faculty member. How do I get my course text added to this program?
Please contact Heidi Blackburn (hblackburn@unomaha.edu) or Tammi Owens (tammiowens@unomaha.edu).

How long is the textbook pilot running?
The pilot program will run through the Fall 2017 semester. At that time we will assess feedback, usage statistics, and budget feasibility to determine the future of the program.

I have other questions or would like to provide additional feedback.
Please contact Heidi Blackburn (hblackburn@unomaha.edu) or Tammi Owens (tammiowens@unomaha.edu) or fill out the feedback survey at goo.gl/Mz56RO.